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IRAQI WAR
VEONPERSPECT
Peace seekers protest Iraqi war
It was said to be tens of
thousands ofprotesters march-
ing under Washington, D.C.'s
clear and sunny skies on Jan.
27 for peace in Iraq
I was among these protest-
ers, along with Mary Schmidt
ofGuilford College and Mela-
nie Scott ofGuilford Techni-
cal Community College. This
peaceful protest was organized
by the United for Peace and
Justice Coalition
We assembled at the Na-
tional Mall and rallied from 11
a.m. until 1 p.m. This rally had
many speakers, including ac-
tors Jane Fonda, Tim Robbins
and Susan Sarandon and the
Rev. Jesse Jackson
After the rally there was a
march from the National Mall
around Capitol Hill and back.
The march featured chanting,
beating of drums, shaking of
tambourines and slogans be-
ing heard from every corner.
People were flooding the streets
and some just stopped and
showed support by clapping
us on.
Protesters held signs that
said "Clinton lied, but nobody
died," "No Iraqi ever left me
on a roof to die," "Congress
stand up to Bush" and "Pull
out now." The signs were in
French, Spanish, English and
Arabic - all reflecting the innermost thoughts and feelings of
the participants.
Participators inthe protest
were from differentraces, reli-
gions and backgrounds. Some
were mothers, fathers, brothers,
sisters, cousins or friends; all
were there waiting to let their
voices and opinions be heard.
It didn't matter what social
class you were in or where you
came from, everyone there
Board ofTrustees,
Greetings came forth from
Velma Speight-Buford, PH.D.
the chairperson ofA&T's
my involvement to do it for the
students," Rashid said.
soul ofmy obligation to serve
It is not about me, but about
"I'm always humbled by
the program. It reminds my
The program started with
the welcome by Dean ofStu-
dents and celebration commit-
tee chairperson, Judy Rashid,
PH.D.
Campus leaders, distin-
guished guests and the honor-
ees carried the program ofthe
celebration titled "Reclaiming
Our Heritage: Redefining Our
Legacy."
47 years ago, JibreelKha-
zan, Franklin McCain, Joseph
McNeil and the late David
Richmond marched into down-
town Greensboro and requested
service at the segregated lunch
counter at F.W. Woolworth's.
Their efforts led to many
changes in civil rights forAfri-
can Americans.
attended
Some students commented
on the large turnout for the
event
"I'm very surprised and
pleased with the student turnout
this year," said Tibias Throne,
a junior graphics major who
A&T Four with a commemora-
tive breakfast.
February 1 marked the
47th Sit-in Anniversary. The
celebration began at 6:00 a.m
honoring the courage ofthe
Despite the anticipation of
bad weather conditions, stu-
dents, faculty, family members
oftheA&T Four, community
members and activists gathered
with much enthusiasm in Wil-
liams Cafeteria for a celebra-
tion like no other.
shared the same emotional scar-
ing from the war. Many people,
including myself, marched in
honor ofpeople theyknew in
the military.
war supporters was there to let
Congress know, they supported
There were also protesters
there who protested against the
protestors.A small group of
I found it interesting to see
how there were many groups
ofpeople standing up against
the war. There was a hip-hop
group that chanted rhymes as
we marched and there was a
women's group named Code
veterans who had served in Iraq
or a previous war thatmarched
together as well.
The one thing that I took
from the rally was unity. The
only thing thatmattered to
everyone there was that all
Photo Credit:MCT Campus
and to let my opinion and voice
be heard. Remember that ifyou
stand fornothing you will fall
for anything. So no matter what
your view on the war is stand
up for what you believe in, you
neverknow who is listening.
US armysoldiers patrol thestreets ofIraq as neighborhood Iraqi children watch them.
President Bush's decision. The
ratio between the two groups
was about 1:35.
Pink whose slogan was "Pull
Out," There was a group of
college students and a group of
100,000-pluspeople marched
in unity to let one message be
heard. I felt honored to be there
See A&T FOUR SPIRIT onPage 2
Project works to abolish 'n'-word
Lashawn Parker
Contributor
ISSUE
North CarolinaA&T
StateUnfcitilty
explore, discover, become,
Campus News..
National News,
Arts& Life
Editor
Business
,Sports
Nigga, nigger, however you
spell the word or say it, the 'N'
word is one of the most used
What started offas a word
to control, chastise and degrade
Black people has evolved into a
word that many use everyday.
According to the website,
www.abolishthenword.com, the
project was started by a group
ofpeople from Brooklyn who
were listening to a local radio
show on the uses ofthe 'N'
word, positive images dur-
ing Black History Month and
having conflict with hearing
negative lyrics in songs.
type ofracial equality.
who have been lynched, at-
tacked by dogs, sprayed with
fire hoses, a picture ofa woman
This site opens with solemn
music and pictures ofBlacks,
'N' word had gotten to be used
in everyday language.
These people wanted to "do
something" about what was go-
ing on in the Black community
and try to figure out howthe
mourning for Martin Luther
King Jr. by his casket and
finally a male slave on an auc-
tion booth.
'n' word has had in society to
those who have forgotten, to
those who neverknew and to
discontinue the use ofthe 'N'
The mission ofthis project
is to bring awareness ofthe
historically negative effects the
word in art, culture and every-
day language.
On the website, there are
many links that will go into
depth about the purpose and
facts about the project, ways
to abolish the 'N' word in your
everyday speech and educa-
tional cards which gives new
definitions and facts about the
The Abolish the NWord
Project is a movement that at-
tempts to soften the blow that
this word has given, yet the 'N'
word has been the veryreason
why most social justices and
positive movements have come
along and given us all some
words inthe Black community,
let alone on an HBCU's cam-
pus, including A&T.
See ABOLISH N-WORD on Page 2
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Hackley appoints new police chief
Wednesday,February 7,2007 HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH^
Michele A. Matthews
Editor in Chief
Chancellor Hackley ap-
pointed former North Carolina
State Highway Patrol Colonel
Richard W. Holden asA&T's
new police chief.
Holden has many years of
experience inrelated fields.
Investigators Association, com-
missioner with Education and
Training Standards Commis-
sion, and commissioner on the
State's Emergency Response
Commission. He has served
He has served as former
chair of State and Provincial
Police, past president ofNorth
Carolina Internal Affairs The purpose ofthe event
is to educate the student body
about campus safety, good
health practices, stress and
conflict management.
host A&T's annual safety con-
ference. This event started on
Feb. 6 and will last until Feb. 9
Organization ofBlacks inLaw
Enforcement, and policy board
International Association of
Chiefs ofPolice, National
Association, North State Law
Enforcement Association,
on the Governor'sDWI Task
Force, North Carolina Police
Executives Association, North
Carolina Law Enforcement
Holden took office on Feb.
5 and has joined Hackley and
Sullivan Welborne A&T's vice
chancellor ofstudent affairs to
"I am pleased with this
appointment because Colonel
Holden is high caliber and
represents the kind ofleader we
want to attract to A&T."
public safety," Hackley said
"Colonel Holden is a world-
class law enforcement leader
with the background, experi-
ence and ethics that signal the
attention we are placing on
Hackley seemed confident
with his choice for police chief.
ofthe University ofthe North
Carolina Highway Safety Re-
search Center.
See NEW POLICE CHIEF onPage 2
Aggies
embrace
A&T Four
Spirit
Natalya Monah
Contributor
Shaunta Thompson
Contributor
shady niggas, lazy 'a' niggas
and drunk niggas. Growing up,
all I knew was that I loved nig-
gas," he said.
1 1
essay contest.
Words of Wisdom:
Lessons in Courage
HBCU students to enter our
In support of Black History Month,
Alltel Wireless is inviting
■
r
A&T Four spirit
Continued from Page 1
The program highlighted
and praised how the A&T Four
contributed to a chain ofevents
that changed the destiny ofall
Americans.
Mary Griffin, aDudley High
School counselor.
"It was well worth the sleep
I lost. It is so inspiring to know
that A&T continues this legacy
that will say to the world give
us our rightful places," said
others
The breakfast was enlight-
enment for some and a joyfor
leaders have done for us and
we are being accountable to
them," said Moody.
"Wereally understand and
appreciate what civil rights
Arnita Floyd- Moody, SGA
president closed the program.
people
was led by young people, the
struggle in apartheid South
Africa was led by young people
and the struggle for a just
world needs to be led by young
Tutu ended by saying that
the struggle for civil rights
the pride," Tutu said. "Part of
redefining our history has to be
questioning the retelling ofour
history in 28 days, the shortest
month oftheyear," she said.
"Not only do we remove
them (children) from the pain,
but we remove them from
She warned that ifthe story
is not shared with the younger
generation, the pride associated
with it would also be lost.
cause it is world history.
The mother oftwo also
inspired young people to claim
their legacy as being apart of
the whole story and not to be
ashamed of theirhistory be-
"They knew that their dream
was more important than what
happened to them on that par-
ticular day,"Tutu said.
She drove the point home by
speaking specifically about the
courage ofthe A&T Four.
dream, but they must act
Tutu, a human rights activ-
ist, said people can not simply
The guest speaker finally
addressed the audience and
immediately grabbed their at-
tention, speaking without any
aid. Nontombi Naomi Tutu,
the daughter ofArchbishop
Desmond and Nomalizo Tutu,
activists who fought against
apartheid in South Africa, was
the guest speaker.
speak up in the face of 'cultural
erosion.'
Joseph McNeil accepted
the greetings by giving honor
to "past and present heroes."
He also urged the audience to
"It is the simple, yet sincere
actions," said White, "which
bring about social change."
Sharelle Barber, SGA
president ofBennett College
and Chenae White, president of
A&T's Council ofPresidents.
A staff memberreported
time.There is witness and
uriver*
is suspect inTortridiion*
someone removed money
and an ATM card from her
Hackley announced that
Holden will work more closely
with the Division ofStudent
Affairs to work towards better
safety.
New police chief
Continued from Page 1
departments
Welborne appeared in favor
ofthe pairing between the
"Our safety conference is an
example ofhow student affairs
and public safety have worked
together to strengthen campus
safety," Hackley explained.
'This is a natural fit because
prevention programs. We look
forward to this relationship as
wemove with new University
programs and activities to ben-
efit students," Welborne said.
student affairs and the campus
police have interfaced regard-
ing campus concerns and
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Abolish N-word
Continued from Page 1
After asking rhetorical ques-
tions like "do you even know
where the word came from,"
ing it. Much like Black people
have today.
tauntAmericans in the Revolu-
tionary War. When the Ameri-
cans won, they sang the song
to let the British know that they
were taking the song and own-
Doodle," originally used to
took back the song "Yankee
A&T was sponsored by the Na-
tional Pan Hellenic Council last
fall. Myra Shird, a professor in
the Department ofSpeech and
host ofthe program, spoke on
how African Americans have
taken something so negative
and made it into something of
their own, just as Americans
The 'N' Word program at
— c?it serves as a blatant reminder
ofwhat we went through with
the 'N' word as a people.
should not be used outside of
the Black community because
it is derogatory, yet should only
be used among Blacks because
that things take on new mean
ing. She feels that the word
Sophomore marketing ma-
jor, Yeshi Douglas, argues that
words change over time and
'N' word. There is also a
contract that can be download-
ed and printed to abolish the
'N' word inyour own vocabu-
lary.
"We need to stop the nigger
mentality. This word can be
made into something positive.
So many people can change
what they say but will this
change what they do or how
they act?" Vice president ofthe
History Club, Wesley Morris,
said.
as such
»"0 ~*~ v-„ ~———- —all the negative things she had
heard about the word growing
up. She still feels that the word
is degrading and refuses to
refer to another Black person
word? Her reasons fornot us-
ing the 'N' word are because of
this revoke our"Black" card
because we may not usethe
A question that was posed
to the audience was does
"I was raised knowing all
types ofniggas. There was
the 'N' word
Brian Turman, an English
professor, relates his take on
women ofcolor
vious to this time, the label
"moor" was given to men and
The first documented use of
the word was in 1786. Pre-
ton, professors at Ferris State
University, noted intheir paper
on the origins ofthe 'N'word
that the mispronunciation ofthe
word Niger by Southern slave
masters probably gave way to
the word nigger. In those times,
nigger meant an inferior, lazy,
simian-like (features similar to
that ofa monkey), stupid and
criminally inclined person.
Shird breaks down the etymol-
ogy ofthe word by saying that
the word has been transformed
to become what we know it as
today.
The word was first Niger,
which is Latin for black (as
in an object), and then when
it came toAmerica itwas
changed to negro, which is
Spanish for blackand then
it was transformed to nigger
which described a black person
in the times ofslavery, and may
have come to be pronounced
the way it is today because,
according to the website, as
the term Niger was used, the
pronunciation, as well as the
definition, changed. David
Pilgrim and Phillip Middle-
"Have we taken the sting
out ofthe 'N'word?" Shird
asked. "We are not the niggers
that our grandparents, and in
some cases, our parents were.
None ofthem would willingly
oropenly be called a nigger."
Turman spoke on how
Blacks use the word affec-
tionately, not in the negative
connotation that wehave
grown to know. Turman says
that he grew up in a neighbor-
hood where everybody was
a "nigga." That's justa word
that was used to describe each
other.
into fire."
must not stand by while terror-
ists commit mass murder in an
dadi, the leader ofthe self-pro-
claimed Islamic state in Sunni
The Iraqi government
promised anew that the latestAround him men shouted
Maliki
Meanwhile, in the northernattempt to derail democratic provinces, announced in anwoefully "God is great," in thefood and explosives blew up a
Baghdad, as a suicide bomber
driving a truck loaded with
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Satur-
day was another day ofblood in
"We know that this will not
end to zero, but we are think-
ing the Baghdad security plan
could minimize it," said Ali
al-Dabbagh, a spokesman for
al-Maliki. "They have concen-
trated these bombings in order
to show they have the ability."
Baghdad security plan will
reduce the destruction ofthese
bombings
Al-Baghdadi's group
claimed credit for those bomb-
ings in an on-line statement.
"The heroes ofthe Iraqi
state have detonated eight car
bombs targeting the headquar-
city ofKirkuk, six car bombs
and two homemade bombs
killed at least twopeople and
wounded 30.It was the third bombing
here in less than a month that
killed more than 70 people.
Sunni insurgents are suspected
ofunleashing the latest wave of
violence against Shiite Muslim
neighborhoods before they go
crowded marketplace, killing at
least 130people and wounding
at least 305.
." He blamed Saddamists
and Sunni radical groups for
the bombing.
mostly Shiite marketplace
Prime Minister Maliki con-
demned the market attack and
reassured the Iraqi people that
he is "determined to eradicate
the crime and its roots, sources
and supporters heinous crimes we send this
message: You will be relent-
lessly hunted until you are
apprehended and brought to
"To those who commit these
U.S. Ambassador Zalmay
Khalilzad also condemned the
progress in Iraq and throughout
the greater Middle East."
bombing.
online recording thathis group,
which is linked with al-Qaida,
would widen attacks androot
out U.S. forces and their col-
laborators
"We today announce a
strategy ... which is wider and
wiser with God's power. It does
not involve Baghdad alone but
all parts ofthe Islamic state,"
Your life
depends
on these
tiny 'coins'
By Robert S. Boyd
McClatchy Newspapers
Looking for a
career that gives
you choices?
goals, you'll find a path that
at Ernst & Young. We've
Whatever your caree
helps you reach the
created a flexible work environment that provides
options for managing personal and professional
growth and success. So visit us on campus or at
100 BEST
TO WORK FORS
Quality In Everything We Do
ofthe greatvariety ofcellular
functions would have to trade
in its unique currency."
"Each ofthe diverse food-
stuffs would generate different
energy currencies, and each
Paul May, a chemist at
Bristol University in England,
calledATP "nature's universal
energy store." He likened it to
"a chemical battery, storing en-
ergy when it is not needed, but
able to release it instantlywhen
Living organisms need
a common energy currency
because they get their supply
from many different sources.
Plants take their energy from
the sun. Animals receive theirs
by feeding on plants or on
other animals.
"Imagine the confusion"
if there weren't a common
currency for energy, Kornberg
wrote
ATP supplies the energy that
moves muscles, triggers nerve
action, keeps cells in proper
shape, assembles proteins and
synthesizes DNA, the instruc-
tion book for life. It also lights
up fireflies, powers sperm cells
and signals when your bladder
is full.
EachATP molecule stores a
unit ofenergy and pays it out
whenever you need it, like a
miniature bank.
What you withdraw is
immediately replaced by new
energy supplied by the food
you eat or drink, keeping the
account in balance.
Counting all the deposits
and withdrawals, an adult turns
over his or her weight inATP
every day, according toArthur
Kornberg, a biochemistry pro-
fessor at Stanford University
in Palo Alto, Calif., who won
a Nobel Prize in 1959 for his
work on this molecule.
"A staggering amount of
ATP is turned over each day to
convert the energy in food into
the forms we need to live and
work," he wrote in his 1989
autobiography, "For the Love
ofEnzymes."
All together, they weigh
only about a tenth ofa pound,
but you couldn't exist without
them. Only the DNA molecule
is more important to life.
ATP is "the major energy
currency ofthe cell," John
Kimball, a retired biology pro-
fessor at Harvard University,
said in an e-mail.
"What I find most remark-
able about this molecule is
that, directly or indirectly, it
is involved in virtually every
activity ofcells and thus of
organisms."
WASHINGTON —The
most common currency in
the world isn't the dollar or
the euro, but a tiny chemical
"coin" that scientists call ATP.
Your body contains roughly
60 billion trillion; that's 60 fol-
lowed by 21 zeros; molecules
ofATP.
© 2007 Ernst & Young llp
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Bomb blast shakes Baghdad
Wednesday, February 7,2007
ByLeila Fadel
McClatchy Newspapers
justice," he said in a statement,
"Have no doubt, youwill pay
for your role in these crimes."
The White House issued
a statement condemning the
bombing as an "atrocity" and
therecording said. "Annihi-
late their army, destroy their
vehicles, and shut down their
ters ofthe Patriotic Union of
Kurdistan and the Kurdistan
Democratic Party," the state-
to ground as U.S. and Iraqi
troops begin to clamp down on
militias in the latest security
airplanes. Wait for themevery-
where ... Make the night your
ment said. "The enemies of
God have fallen."
The upswing ofviolence
came as Abu Omar al-Bagh-
plan backed by President Bush
and Prime MinisterNouri al-
said
"Free nations ofthe world
cover and turn theirmorning
QuintonHatfiledalso writesfor
HHNLive.com, this interview
can also befound there.
Q* How do you feel about the
success ofyour new album?
When a major group breaks up
in the music industry it's not a
surprise that there are many fac-
tors at the root ofthe split.
Nine times out of 10 though,
the lead singer (or star of the
group) always seems to land on
his feet by going solo.
Think back a few years ago
when boy band B2K was hold-
ing it down and had teen girls
screaming nationwide.
Those days are now over (at
least for B2K as a group) but
lead singer Omarion has intro-
duced those millions ofscream-
ing girls to his solo game.
Omarion has topped the
charts with hit singles like "O,"
"Touch" and "Icebox" and saw
his new album debut at number
one on the Billboard charts.
you know my fans are my fans
and that's how I keep it.
Q* You're not going totell me
about a crazy groupie encoun-
ter?
Q* Aw come O!
A* [Laughs], nah I didn't re-
ally have no crazy groupie en-
counters.
#%# My family is my baby right
along with the man upstairs.
They keep me happy, grounded
and when I feel bad, I can call
them. My family is good to me
because sometimes when peo-
ple get all this money, family
can get out ofhand.
Ql Talk about the new single
"IceBox." How did you come
up with the idea for the song? A* [Laughs], nah man, my fans
are my fans. If it starts getting
personal you have to watch it
before it goes to another level.
Q• Alright I respect that. How
far do you see yourself going
with your solo music career?
I'monly getting good feedback
right now. People are saying the
album is great, it's my best work
by far and I don't want anything
else but for people to really see
I put my heart into this new re-
cord man...so you know life is
good.
QS What's the most difficult
part about being a solo artist
as opposed to doing the group
thing?
M» I feel blessed man; God
has really put me in a position
to have a great record like "Ice-
Box.?
Infinity on High A* I'm not gonna stop andhopefully I can go as far as God
will take me.
Q» What do you think it will
take to stay on top?
At Basically itwas a situation
where I was in a relationship
and it was something that a lot
of people go through. Guys are
sometimes afraid to talk about
being with a girl when it doesn't
work out. It was about a past
relationship and it just didn't
work out. It was a personal ex-
perience.
Q* At least you keeping it
real.
M» Oh yeah, keeping it all the
way true.
Q» Do you think it's an ego
thing why dudes are afraid to
talk about a girl? Q* Any movies coming out?
A* Definitely a humble spirit,
a humble heart, a great team,
and good records.
#%• The difference is the re-
sponsibility. When I wake up
having a bad day or something
goes wrong it's totally based on
me, it's not based on three other
personalities. Being that I'm a
man, I really appreciate the re-
sponsibility and I love it.
Q* Now you did your thing
when you were with B2K, but
why does it seem you are the
only one from the group doing
something?
Credit: website.falloutboyrocks.com
Fall OutBoy's Infinity High album
cover
tabel: Island Records
#%» Well you know Fizz is do-
ing his thing, Raz is doing his
thing as well. God has really
blessed me and that's all I can
get into at the end ofthe day.
Qt Why do you think a lot of
groups break up instead ofstay-
ing together long-term?
M» Yeah, I actually got a film
called "Reggaeton" coming out
thisyear, and it's gonnabe crazy.
I also have a scary film coming
outcalled "Somebody Help Me"
with me and Marques Houston,
and what's dope about the scary
film is that black people don't
die first. The "Reggaeton" joint
is dope too. Jennifer Lopez pro-
duced it. We shot most of it in
Puerto Rico...Puerto Rico...man
I just enjoyed myselfout there.
acting
Q* Doin' big things with theAndrew Hurley-DrumsJosephTrohman -Lead guitar/Backing vocalist
Patrick Stump- Lead vocalist/Rhythm guitar
Peter Wentz - Bass/Backing vocalist
Jay-Z- Introduction in "Thriller'
Chad Gilbert- Guitar solo in "TheTake Over, the
Al I'm trying let them know
it's not just singing baby. I'm an
entertainer.
0* Any clothing line or any-
thing coming?
Breaks Over'
There are a lot of dudes that's
just macho and they just be like
"Nah I'm not feelin her like
that," but they really be hurt in
the inside. I just think it depends
on how you feel. I think it's
okay to fall in love with a girl. I
justthink it depends on howyou
feel about the situation and you
just choose the best way to get
over something.
Q* Now you're the type of
dude a lot of girls want. What's
the groupie love like?
I guess if you can put that
under the same category that
works well for me. There is a
difference between a person be-
ing arrogant and cocky and just
being macho.
M» I wouldn't say it's an ego
thing, it's more of a macho
thing.
Breaks Over'
RyanRoss -Guitar solo in "The Take Over, the
A* Yeah I'm actually part of
this clothing line company mak-
ing some moves. I'm mostly in
the ads and stuff, but I'm trying
to keep my hands in everything.
<#%# [Laughs], what is the
groupie love like? What do you
mean by that?
Qt [Laughs], You tell me
M» I will say because ofother
influences...different people
getting in each group members
ear. Fame isn't for everyone and
it's a difficult thing to handle.
I would say the reason why is
not because ofthe money, other
things just get difficult.
Q* What do you miss most
about being in a group?
A» Just the relationship we
had, we were really, really tight.
We had a lot offun together.
Q* How much has family in-
fluenced your career?
The video is for the MTV
crowd and it's this album's "A
Little Less Sixteen Candles."
"I'm Like A Lawyer With The
Way I'm Always Trying To Get
You Off (Me & You)," yes,
Rarely does a song offer some-
thing to a taste of different
genres, but thatmakes this song
a hit. There's bass and a party
break for hip hop, heavy riffs
for the rock crowd and ofcourse
the catchy chorus.
weeks
The album's first single, "This
Ain't A Scene, It's An Arms
Race," has already been the
number one downloaded song
on iTunes the past couple of
"The Take Over, The Break's
Over" features creative riffs and
the return of FOB's trademark
lengthy titles. The band drives
home to point that "they don't
fight fair."
"There's a gazillion things go-
ing on as far as influences, and
we justkind oflet them out this
time."
"We're into hip-hop and we're
into R&B ~ you know, '70s
funk. We're into metal - - like,legit metal," said lead singer
Pete Wentz in an interview with
AOL Music.
With diehard hip-hop fans
even taking the leap into their
easily acceptable brand ofrock
music, their double platinum al-
bum sells speak for themselves.
FOB is has been described as
everything from pop-punk to a
rap-rock hybrid, but whatever
you call them, they are anything
but metal, which iswhy they are
hated by many in some "rock"
circles as they dilute the line
between being one thing or an-
other while being looked at as
"selling out."
Whether it's their catchy rock
ballads or Madden exposure,
the group has built a steady fol-
lowing of more than just your
usual "rock" types.
Coming into their fourth studio
album, Fall Out Boy is a cross-
over success story.
The album's first song, "Thrill-
er," is graced by none otherthan
the one and only "big homie,"
who is clearly keeping his hands
in all things Def Jam.
Hov, in very Hov fashion,
states that "this album is for ev-
erybody who said it couldn't' be
done," a bold proclamation and
strange guest appearance, but
adds to the group's universal
appeal.
When "Infinity on High" be-
gins, you'll have to stop your
CD or MP3 player to check and
see ifyou're listening to Jay-Z's
album
"Don't You Know Who I
Think I Am" is an ode to FOB's
perseverance. "There's a world
outside my front door that gets
off on being down" kind ofre-
minds me of a sped up version
of that song from the movie
"That Thing You Do."
"The (After) Life Of The Par-
ty" isn't my favorite song onthe
"Thnks Fr Th Mmrs" is this
albums "Dance Dance." Catchy,
head bobbin' music but the lyr-
ics are kind of confusing. "One
night and one moretime/Thanks
for the memories/Even though
they weren't so great/He tastes
like you/Only sweeter..." begs
the question, is it written from
a woman's point-of-view or is
this homoerotic?
"Hum Hallelujah" is another
song where lead singer. You
have to love how they go catho-
lic boys choir in the middle.
"Golden" asks the question,
"How cruel is the golden rule?
When the lives we lived were
only golden-plated." Sounds
like a track with vocals from
The All-American Rejects or
James Blunt. It features a pure
piano melody, no guitar, plenty
of harmonization, and it might
be a surprise hit, as something
different. Definitely seems VH1
ready.
that's the title that is primed to
be the second single, another
catchy chorus and standard
FOB style. This rock, love song
is teen movie ready, definitely
this albums "Sugar, We're Go-
ing Down."
FOB's nationwide tour kicks
ofApril 18 in Charlotte, N.C.
This album is worth buying if
you're a fan ofrap, rock or any-
thing in between.
Either way, eclectic listeners
will enjoy the album for sim-
ple fact that it does encompass
things from othergenres.
In the same AOL Music inter-
view, guitarist Patrick Stump
added, "as a songwriter, I want
us to get to the point someday
where you can have a song that
a Rhodes Scholar, his two-year-
old niece and his 90-year old
grandmother can all appreci-
ate. I hope we're a step closer
to that."
Honestly, foras differentas this
album is and all the influences
that are in the album, the bulk
of "Infinity On High" sounds a
lot like "From Under The Cork
Tree" to the casual listener.
You can't blame Fall Out Boy
for sticking to a winning formu-
la can you?
"You're Crashing, but You're
No Wave" puts you in the mind
of a Sum 41 song. Spoiler alert:
the defendant is guilty.
"I've GotAll This Ringing In
My Ears And One On My Fin-
gers" sounds like a Temptations
epic, with a rock twist and '50s
style vocal chorus.
Album cuts are where you see
what the artists are really about
and inthese seriesofsongs, FOB
let's you know, they haven't
"sold out" and still can throw a
classic rock song on you.
With "Fame < Infamy" and
"You're Crashing, But You're
No Wave," the album progres-
sively speeds up and you get
into the songs that might not be
singles.
album. It reminds me ofthe soft
rock song that plays during a ro-
mantic scene in a teen movie.
"The Carpal Tunnel OfLove"
has Wentz showcasing his vocal
range again, going from an al-
most Robin Thicke high note to
an faux Marilyn Mason scream.
Carpal tunnel syndrome is a
painful progressive condition
caused by compression ofakey
nerve in the wrist, so the title
makes a sort of twisted sense.
Think ofit as FOB calling love
a painful progressive condition.
Who says there's nothing to do
in the doldrums? (I know I'm
not the only one who saw the
Phantom Tollbooth as a kid),
"Bang the Doldrums" takes
great drums and makes what
could have been areally heavy
song and put the typical FOB
magic on it. The lyrics tell a
hilarious story of a relationship
that should have been purely
physical, then starts talking
about tombstones...yeah I'm
confused too (but I still love the
song)
Fall Out Boy
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'The White Rapper Show:'
the 21 st century minstrel?
"TheWhite Rapper Show"contestants posing in NewYork City
"The White Rapper Show",
a show about white rappers,
is one ofthe mostridiculous
excuses for media thatI have
ever seen
At first sight, viewers would
probably think ofsome type of
"white" minstrel show.
However, taking a closer
look, it could be considered a
minstrel show ofblack people,
in white face.
There are 10 original contes-
tants who are put into a house
located in the Bronx, N.Y.,
and they are sent on various
missions told to prove their rap
skills and hip-hop filled hearts.
The show is in many ways
degrading to the original hip-
hop community, as well as
African Americans in today's
society.
Throughout the show they
speak about what it is to truly
be a hip-hop artist, and yet in
watching the show, it is made
clear that the show participants
as well as the producers have
misconstrued the idea them-
selves
The hostofthe show speaks
about how hip hop is about be-
ing poor, hated and expressive;
it is so clear, however, that the
most important element, self-
"The White Rapper Show"
degrades legendary hip-hop
artist by alluding that they
were poor, ignorant and ghetto
prior to their success inthe
media (these images are shown
throughout each episode).
respect, is lost
"The White Rapper Show"
is dedicated to proving that
"white rappers" are equally as
valuable to this community, and
also justas used to the circum-
stances that often prelude the
typical hip-hop life, seen by
society through the media.
This is the type ofmedia
that needs to be prevented in
order to reduce the prevalent
stereotypes often seen in soci-
ety and the media.
Moreover, the show de-
gradesAfrican Americans
because statistically African
Americans make up the major-
ity ofthe hip-hop community
that the individuals on the show
say they are representing.
writer and donot necessarily reflect
the views ofThe A&TRegister staff.
The opinions and ideas expressed
in this articleare theviews of the
yours?
makes one person realize that
they need to make a difference
because even if it only touches
one person, it still would have
done its job. Will you do
I don't care ifthis article
only brings one student to my
office for help or ifit only
think ofsomething thatyou can
personally do before you leave
this historic university. I chal-
lenge you to enrich at least one
Aggies' mind.
Now, what steps will YOU
take to make a difference? I'm
calling out all majors and all
students, especially my class
of2007. I challenge youto
I'm a student with 21 credit
hours and a job who's making
the time and effort to help my
fellowAggies. I'm not calling
myselfa leader by any means;
however, we must lead by ex-
ample and that's what I intend
to do.
one our staffis senior standing,
with the exception ofone.
Maybe even help someone to
learn my job because we will
be in need ofa copy editor next
year, well, we'll need a whole
new staffbecause everyone
I'm willing to sit down with
any individual that wants to
learn howto write a story, who
wants to learnAP style or even
justbecome a better writer.
(JOMC) majors, and even non-
JOMC students, to come to my
office (room A328 in the NCB)
or even e-mail me to get help
with any story that they want to
write, any story that their cur-
rently writing, or any story that
they have written.
Well, this is me, as a JOMC
major and copy desk chief of
TheA&TRegister, I'm extend-
ingmy hand to all journalism
and mass communication
All this sounds good on
paper, right?
I challenge all Aggies to at
least take one underclassmen
under their wing in their major
and help them to apply them-
selves.
upper classmen, need to at least
extend our hands to one student
to help them. Be it guidance in
life or help in ourmajors. We
all need to take the responsibili-
ty to pass on, not only tradition,
but knowledge to ourpeers.
Now? I have a 3.01 GPA
and a purpose with a direction.
Imagine if I would have had
that from the beginning. So
what's the relevance ofall that?
We as students, especially
GPA drop down to a 2.91 the
semester before my senioryear
started.
So I did, but not before
losing focus and having my
you join the student paper?"
My teacher said to me, "Hey
your good at this, why don't
JOMC gave me something
to really look forward to, and
next thing I knew, I had a 2.987
GPA and a purpose, but where
was I going with it?
that has to do with something
that I like to do? Needless to
say, I'm now a journalism and
mass communication major.
wanted to pursue. I had no idea
as to what the major really en-
tailed, but hey, I enjoyed writ-
ing, so why not joina major
At the end ofmy sophomore
year, I found a major that I
positive direction
that stillremains the only 'F'
I've received atA&T, and my
grades began to rise as my GPA
began to slowly creep inthe
I repeated the class that I
had justreceived an 'F' in,
grind,
the opportunities that I wanted
in life, so I had to get on my
1.92?! I've always made
decent grades and been a bright
person, but I just lacked moti-
vation. My mom told me that
I needed at least a 3.0 to get
I startedoffaftermy first
semester with a 1.92 GPA...
I was here and I was going to
graduate inthe year 2007.
When I first got toA&T, I
had no clue as to what in the
world I wanted to pursue as a
major, and I had no true goals
as to where I really wanted to
go in life. All I knew is that
As I've ventured through
my four-year tenure at A&T, I
never really graspedthe idea
ofleaving a legacy - leaving
my great university better than
the way I found it. I think I've
found my niche in doing so.
In response to this week's letter to the editor
Michele A. Matthews
Editor in Chief
which represented the "climb"
I'mreminded ofa stand-up
comedy routine performed by
Chris Rock a while back. He
had a chart featuring steps
What is with black society
goingright along with the
stereotypes that white people
have held over our heads for
generations?
IfBuffie 'The Body' can
look at herself inthe mirror
every day, knowing what she
really is and the message that
she is givingto youngblack
girls in this country, thenthat is
on her. To glorify that message
in a school paper, however, is
disrespectful, distasteful, and
just dumb.
Now, sadly, it's coming
from our own people; broth-
ers that are supposed to support
and cherish us. After all, we're
not just their sex objects; we
are their mothers, grandmoth-
ers, aunts, sisters, and daugh-
ters.
quarters in the middle ofthe
night.
Back then, however, we
were catching it from old white
menwho snuck into the slave
cially in black culture. Being
disrespected and treated like a
piece ofmeat is something that
sisters have had to deal with
since thefirst slave ship landed
on this continent.
As a black woman, I've
had to deal with a world that
is slowly becoming more and
more misogynistic, espe-
Did we (meaning black
folks at an HBCU) really just
go back about two centuries?
Since when were interviews
with strippers considered art or
life?
I was, however, shocked and
offended to see that the biggest
article on the page was an inter-
viewwith retired stripper, now
"model" Buffie 'The Body'.
Needless to say, I wasn't
surprised to see that the article
on the Paul R. Jones Art Col-
lection, although well-written,
onlytook up a quarter ofthe
section.
pathetic - howthis paper could
never find anything interesting
to include in the "Art & Life"
section; instead, they usually
opted for an enthusiastic com-
mentary on the latest big-bud-
get, low-quality horror movie
or some rapper's latest album.
curiosity. As a performing arts
(dance) major, I have always
found it funny - and a little
I guess my fascination
comes from more ofa bored
seen a lot better.
Let's be honest, when it
comes to presenting a thought-
ful, well-written publication by
actual students (not "contribu-
tors" and other papers), I've
it's the most entertaining or
intelligentpaper that I've ever
seen.
For some odd reason, I have
always looked forward to read-
ing the "Art & Life" section of
The A&TRegister. Not that
As far as the message be-
ing sent to our audience, the
article neither condemned nor
glorified the actions and/or life
choices ofits subject. We be-
lieve our readers are intelligent,
young adults who are capable
ofmaking their own judgments.
model
TheA&TRegister would
never condemn those young
women for their choices and
thus, has not and will not do so
to Buffie 'The Body,' former
exotic dancer and current
country thatperform as exotic
dancers to finance their college
educations.
campusesthroughout the
In reference to the implied
judgment onthe character of
Buffie 'The Body,' I encourage
the reader to consider that there
are hundreds, ifnot thousands
ofyoungwomen on college
In publishing this article, we
have simply appealed to the in-
terests ofarather large segment
of the student body population-
males, ages 17- 24.
In regard to the question
and answer piece that incited
the reader to write her letter,
it is not the job ofThe A&T
Register, or any other news
media outlet, to pass judgment
on any person, including Buffie
'The Body.'
would better suittheir taste.
But to ridicule the contentand
hard work ofthose who work
tirelessly to ensure TheA&T
Register is published weekly
and is representative ofthe
student interests is in extremely
poor taste.
Get up Aggies,
Aggies get up
Had the reader at hand or
other objectors to the content
ofthe newspaper submitted
articles for consideration, per-
haps the quality ofthe content
not, it is meaningless for them
to criticize the choice ofthose
who didvote.
office. Had these individuals
voted, perhaps the outcome of
the election would have been
different, but since they did
It brings to mind, people
who do not exercise the right to
vote, but then complain about
the actions ofpoliticians in
Those who do not write for
the paper, however, have little
room to judge as they have
chosen not to make any contri-
bution at all.
known that all students are
welcomed and encouraged to
submit articles to the newspa-
per.
I wouldalso like to make it
However, to clarify any
misconceptions this particular
reader may have had, I would
like to state that all contribu-
tors to The A&TRegister are
in fact, staff, faculty or "actual
students," who attend A&T.
job ofThe A&TRegister, as a
media outlet, to provide content
that our readers can develop a
point ofview about-negative or
positive.
As editor in chief, I am very
pleased to see that in publishing
this particular article we have
evoked a sense ofemotion from
at least one reader. It is the
types by blatantly glorifying
the career ofa former strip-
per/butt model in a university
publication: 100steps back.
However, The A&T Register
plays right into these stereo-
lished by American society, by
working hard to be educated,
creative, talented, and influen-
tial individuals: 5 steps up.
parents gave their children tra-
ditionalAfrican names which
represented strength, royalty,
and power: 5 steps up. How-
ever, inthe 1980's, a woman
in Houston, Texas named her
child Beyonce: 10 steps back.
Well, Chris, I have another
example for you.. .young men
and women at HBCUs continu-
ously fight to break the nega-
tive black stereotypes estab-
PowerMovement ofthe late
1960's, early 1970's, black
For example, Chris Rock
stated that, during the Black
"steps"
in the course ofblack history;
certain events and people either
caused arise or fall on the
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SERIOUSLYThis letter was written in response to the Q&A with Buffie
'The Body featured in the Jan. 24 issue Arts & Life section
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Actress Tries to Restart
CareerAfter Tom,
Baby and Tabloids
Polkes, a spokeswoman for Ms.
Holmes. "Katie was offered ["Dark
Knight"] but was unable to accept
the role because of scheduling con-
flicts. She was in theprocess ofnego-
tiating for another project. In addi-
tion, when she returns to work, she
would like to tackle a new charac-
ter." A spokeswoman for Warner
Bros, concurs that Ms. Holmes
dropped out because of timing.
Ms. Holmes currently is leaning
toward accepting a role in "Mad
Money," a comedy about three fe-
male Federal Reserve workers who
pull a scam to pocket old currency
before it's destroyed. Tentatively
budgeted at about $12 million, "Mad
Money" is slated tobegin shooting in
a couple of months, these people say,
and may also feature QueenLatifah
and Diane Keaton. But to keep
within its slim budget, Ms. Holmes
would have to cut her usual fee to
about $250,000, say these people, who
stress that the deal isn't finalized.
￿Super Bowl XL was held on Feb. 5,2006
Source: Nielsen/NetRatingsNetView
IFILM
Wall Street
Journal Online
YouTube
USAToday
ESPN
AOL Sports
Cruise Control
from Marketing Evaluations Inc.,
The Q Scores Co. "Publicity works
both ways," says Steven Levitt, pres-
identof the company. "It helps build
careers, and helps pull them down."
Led by CAA agent Hylda
Queally, who also handles clients
like Cate Blanchett and Kate Wins-
let, Ms. Holmes's representatives
are working to end her hiatus. But
they're trying to pick their spots.
Ms. Holmes recently rebuffed the
"Dark Knight" offer, say people in-
volved with the project. The salary
Popularity Contest
How Katie Holmes and Tom Cruise scored in a
survey in terms of familiarity (the percentage of
1,800 peoplepolled, above age 6, who know
who theyare), Q Score (measuring likability
among those who know them) and Negative Q
Score (how many are turned offby them):
Familiarity
Q Score 15%
Negative Q Score 20%
SUMMER 2004 SUMMER 2006*
36% 62%
10%
33%
By Kate Kelly
As
a teenager, actress
Katie Holmes put off a
second audition for the
TV series "Dawson's
Creek" becauseof a prior
commitment to her high-
school musical. These days, the
28-year-old performer is taking it
slowwithanother important matter:
getting back to her acting career af-
ter her marriage to Tom Cruise and
thebirth of daughter Suri.
Ms. Holmes has taken a long hia-
tus from the movie business, avoid-
ing new roles since getting involved
with Mr. Cruise nearly two years
ago. Now, she wants to be back in
the game. In recent weeks, represen-
tatives at the Hollywood talent firm
Creative Artists Agency have been
working hard to map out a new ca-
reer plan for the temporarilyout-of-
work actress, her associates say.
There are signs it won't be easy,
partly because studios may be gun-
shy of her new status as a tabloid
fixture, and partly because her ex-
pectations may be raised as the new
Mrs. Cruise. She recently was un-
able to make a deal with Warner
Bros, to landwhat appeared to be a
good opportunity: a reprisal of her
role as assistant district attorney
Rachel Dawes in the sequel to "Bat-
manBegins," scheduled for summer
2008 and titled "The Dark Knight."
Resuming a movie career is
sometimes difficult in Hollywood,
where a breakcan turn into a perma-
nent vacation. Stars of much bigger
stature than Ms. Holmes, including
Meg Ryan and Demi Moore, have
found it tough to regain their mo-
mentum after taking time off.
SUMMER 2004 SUMMER 2006*
90% 91% ■
Q Score 31% 17%
Negative Q Score 13% 37%
Familiarity
*Most recent poll forwhich dataare available
Source: MarketingEvaluations Inc., The Q Scores Co.
Ms. Holmes's name still comes
up in discussions for big roles. But
no matter what, she's likely to face
scrutiny over whether her marriage
will overshadow her talent. In the
summer of 2005, Warner Bros, mar-
keters werefrustrated over the "Bat-
man" campaign, say people thereat
the time, when Ms. Holmes's bud-
ding romance with Mr. Cruise took
attention away from the movie.
More recently, the actress was
largely absent from the promotional
effort behind "Thank You for Smok-
ing," a film based on the popular
satirical novel of the same name.
(Ms. Polkes, her publicist, says, "we
have not heard any concerns" about
her publicity efforts.) The actress's
representatives even asked that her
name not be featured on the back of
the "Smoking" DVDs that were dis-
tributed to Oscar voters, say people
involved in those discussions. Ms.
Holmes didn't want to draw undue
attention to herself in a film she re-
garded as an ensemble effort, says
Ms. Polkes. Fox obliged.
Ms. Holmes "is currently in final
negotiations for a project," Ms.
Polkes says, adding that she "is
ready to go back to work and will be
available to support any movie she
is a part of, as she has done consis-
tently in her career."
tioning phone at a New York hotel
employee, Ms. Holmes's trouble
stems simply from getting involved
with a fellow actor who himself has
generated controversy-certainly no
crime. But the impact on her job
prospects could be similar; Mr.
Crowe's career appears to have
veered off track since his eruption.
Much has changed for Ms.
Holmes since two summers ago,
when she was known primarily as
the pretty ingenue from "Dawson's
Creek" and films like "First Daugh-
ter" and "Go." Since then she's be-
come a mother, married into great
wealth and begun hobnobbing with
figures like Yahoo's chairman and
chief executive, Terry Semel, and
David andVictoria Beckham, thefa-
mous soccer player and his wife, the
former Spice Girlknown as Posh.
She's also become inextricably
linked to the 44-year-old Mr. Cruise,
a Hollywood legend who has been
criticized for his Scientology faith
and apattern oferratic public behav-
ior regarded in some quarters as a
box-office liability. Mr. Cruise's pro-
duction contract was not renewed
lastAugust by Paramount, partly be-
cause of his antics, including ecstati-
cally proclaiming his love for Ms.
Holmes on Oprah Winfrey's couch
and inveighing against the use of
antidepressants by Brooke Shields
and others on the "Today" show.
Through all that, the public's fa-
miliarity with Ms. Holmes has in-
creased. But her likability rating, as
well as that of her husband, has
dived, according to research figures
range likely would have been $1 mil-
lion to $2 million, say these people,
compared to the roughly $1 million
she earned for "Batman Begins."
"We never got to the negotiating
stage" for "Dark Knight," says Julie
Extra Baggage
Yet Ms. Holmes has an added
problem: her relationship with Mr.
Cruise has been a tabloidfree-for-all
from the moment it started, generat-
ing negative publicity that may
make studios more reluctant to take
a chance onher. Unlike, say, Russell
Crowe, who garnered a ream of bad
publicity from throwing a malfunc-
Web Sites
Set Sights
On Religion
NFL On Location, as the unit is
called, says ithas a few innate advan-
tages. Most important: The league
controls access to the games. It ex-
panded to 2,600 four-day ticket pack-
ages for Super Bowl XLI in Miami,
up from 2,000 in its debut in last
year's championship in Detroit.
Odds & Ends
Sony BMG agreed to reimburse
consumers up to $150 for damage to
their computers from CDs with hid-
den antipiracy software. The Federal
Trade Commission said Sony BMG's
antipiracy software limited the de-
vices on whichmusic could be played
to those made by Sony or Microsoft.
It also restricted numbers of copies
that could be made and monitored
consumers' listening habits to send
them marketing messages. ... Ex-
pressJet Holdings, a regional air-
line, is expected to launch a new car-
rier that will focus on direct flights
using 50-seat jetsto24 cities not cur-
rently connectedby nonstop service-
routes like SanDiego toOmaha, Kan-
sas City toRaleigh andNew Orleans
to Jacksonville.
Only four people staff the phones,
amid the giant television and mer-
chandising machine that is Ameri-
ca's most successful sports organiza-
tion. But even themighty NFL is look-
ing for ways to diversify and grow.
As the league focuses on its expand-
ing Web presence and nascent cable
network, it also saw an opportunity
to seize some of therevenue gener-
ated by trips to the Super Bowl and
other football events.
Fox Files Subpoena
Over Web Uploads
Twentieth Century Fox subpoe-
naed YouTube to unveil the identity
of a user who uploaded pirated cop-
ies of recent episodes of the TV
shows "24" and "The Simpsons."
The subpoena was filed Jan. 18 in
the U.S. District Court for the North-
ern District of California. According
to thesubpoena, thefour-episode sea-
sonpremier of "24" appeared on You-
Tube ahead of its TV broadcast and
12 episodes of "The Simpsons" were
being distributed on the site bya sub-
scriber identified as ECOtotal.
The same group of episodes were
uploaded on the video site LiveDigi-
tal, to which Fox also issued a sub-
poena. ALiveDigital spokesman said
the material was taken down and
LiveDigital intends to comply with
the subpoena immediately.
A recent YouTube search re-
vealed only a prequel to Season 6 of
"24" and several clips from "The Sim-
psons." Phone calls to YouTube
weren't immediately returned.
NFL's New Game:
Travel Packages
Just as everyone seems to be quit-
ting the travel agent business, the
NationalFootballLeague is jumping
in. Since last season, a bank of
phones at the league's headquarters
in New York has been devoted to tak-
ing orders for packages of game tick-
ets and hotel rooms.
By Jay Hershey
How tocontact us:
CampusEdition@dowjones.com
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
• Why executive recruiters are no
help for an M.B.A.'s job search.
• A research organization presents
awards to women managers.
Honest Tea's expansion is just
one of a growing number of unusual
alliances between beverage compa-
nies and distributors. Grappling with
sluggish sales of their core brands
and eager to expand, some distribu-
tors are making dealswith new com-
panies that market small, faster-
growing beverages. Coca-Cola Bot-
tling Co. Consolidated, for example,
created BYB Brands last year to de-
velop new drinks that it wasn't al-
ready getting from Coke.
Coke and its bottlers are separate
companies, although Coke owns siz-
able stakes in its largest bottlers.
Suddenly, though, Honest Teahas
struck distribution deals with Coke
bottlers in California, Colorado and
Pennsylvania. Several distributors
for Anheuser-Busch and other large
beer companies also have begun car-
rying its products.
Coke Distributors
Help Small Brands
Some frustrated Coca-Cola bot-
tlersare givinga ride on theirtrucks
to upstart drinksnot marketedby the
Atlanta beverage giant.
Honest Teahas had a devotedfol-
lowing ever since it brewed its first
15,000 bottles of organic iced tea for
Whole Foods Market in 1998.But bot-
tlers for Coke and PepsiCo had such
a tight grip on distribution that it
was hard for Honest Tea to get space
on supermarket shelves and inconve-
nience-store coolers.
"We believe the biggest chal-
lenges are behind us," said Microsoft
spokesman Jim Brady.
AT&T is facing formidable compe-
titionfrom cable companies that are
selling less-expensive residential
phone service and are starting to of-
fer the same to small- and medium-
size businesses
At leastseven major telecom com-
panies world-wide are using Mi-
crosoft's system, and others are test-
ing it. Microsoft said the company
spent much of the past year fine-tun-
ing its system and that it is helping
AT&T to deliver a highly competitive
TV service.
Years ago, McDonald's franchi-
sees invented the Big Mac, Egg Mc-
Muffin and other favorites. Now the
company uses a far more sophisti-
catedsystem led by Mr. Coudreaut, a
trained chef, to winnow as many as
1,800 ideas a year down to a handful
of items that must be tasty, inexpen-
sive and easy to prepare. Mr. Cou-
dreautborrowed edamame, a type of
soybean served in sushi restaurants,
to create McDonald's Asian salad.
Finding products that work inside
a McDonald's has been tricky. Mr.
Coudreaut considered adding a
shrimp salad to the menu but
couldn't because, he says, Mc-
Donald's would need to use so much
shrimp that it threatened to deplete
the nation's shrimp supply.
Microsoft Glitch
Delays AT&T TV
AT&T's rollout of its new televi-
sion service is being delayed by
glitches in the Microsoft technology
for the Internet-based system.
The phone giant has begun offer-
ing the service in 11 markets, but
problems with the software have
slowed the rollout, AT&T ChiefFinan-
cial Officer Rick Lindner said. AT&T
plans to offer TV to eight million
homes by year end.
Hold the burgers. And put those
McNuggets back in the freezer.
After six months, the snack wrap
has become one of the most success-
ful product launches in the history
of the GoldenArches. Early sales of
the new menu item have exceeded
McDonald's projections by 20%.
Searchingfor a new chicken dish
that would appeal to growing num-
bers of drive-through customers, Mc-
Donald's Director of Culinary Inno-
vation Dan Coudreaut huddled with
helpers in the company's stainless-
steel test kitchen and came up with
85 ideas. The winner: breaded
chicken topped with Cheddar jack
cheese, lettuce and ranch sauce, all
wrapped in a flour tortilla. The
wraps sell for $1.29.
For McDonald's,
It's a Wrap
• How job hunters can clean up
their digital dirt.
Others, meanwhile, defendPOIP.
Jesus said the temple in Jerusalem
"should be a house of prayer for all
nations," says David Decker, an or-
dained evangelical pastor who has a
congregation in Jerusalem. "How do
you reach all nationstoday? The In-
ternet is a way to do that," he says.
Officials who manage the Sea of
Galilee site initially suggested POIP
pay for attaching a Webcam to a
nearby tree-a deal that POIP re-
jected, arguing that the service
would help promote the site to visi-
tors from afar.
The start-up is part of an explo-
sion oftechnology being used for re-
ligious purposes in recent years.
Churches in Brazil offer audio clips
ofservices through cellphones. Ring-
tones using religious music are gain-
ing popularity. A survey by the Pew
Internet and American Life Project
found that 30% of adults online use
the Internet for religious pursuits.
POIP sells itsphone cards on two
Web sites-one for Christians, one
for Jews. The sites stream video
from the company's Webcams, giv-
ing users a real-time look at where
the prayers are broadcast.
A user records his prayer by us-
inga POIP phone card. After calling
a POIP phone number and inputting
a personal-identification number
from the card, the user gets a
choice: press one for the holy site of
Jerusalem, two for the holy site of
the Sea of Galilee, and so on. POIP
has equipment at eight sites in Is-
rael and has plans for more.
Some religious leaders believe
high technology has no business
near such holy places.
The camera is owned by a
start-up in Tel Aviv called Pray Over
IP (the IP stands for "Internet proto-
col"). It sells phone cards that allow
customers to record their prayers,
whichare thentransmitted to a holy
site of their choice via Internet
phone and Webcams.
By ChristopherRhoads
On
a recent wintry after-
noon in the Old City here
in Jerusalem, Orthodox
Jewshuddledat the West-
ern Wall, bobbing their
heads as they prayed at
one of the world's holiest sites.
Behind them on the ledge of a
nearby building, a small Webcam
carried the scene live on the Inter-
net. Speakers inside the camera
played the sound of prayers, mostly
from people thousands of miles
away in the U.S.
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Drawing Eyes
Total U.S. unique visitors toselected sites
thatfeatured SuperBowl ads in 2006
Change from
week ended
Feb. 5*
Week ended
Feb. 12,
in millions
GRADUATE
FELLOX^SHIPS
Photo Credit: AlDiaz/MCTCampus
Indianapolis Colts'coach Tony Dungy celebrates after winning his first SuperBowl on Sunday in Miami.
Dungy, who is the first black coach to win a Super Bowl, guided his team to a 29-17 victory over the
Chicago Bears.
FOOTBALL
A&T will host its first ever National
Signing Day party, WednesdayFeb.7th
in the Memorial Student Union Stall-
ingsBallroom from 8-11 p.m.
The event is free and will highlight the
2007 football recruiting class which
will be announced that day.
Signing day wii take place around the
state on Wednesday. Among the areas
A&T will look to land is offensive line
and defensive line.
The annual Blue & Gold spring game
has been schedule for March 31st at
AggieStadium. Kickoff is atl p.m.
Jaymee Joneswon her first-career
singles win overWinston-Salem
State's AmandaWalker.
TENNIS
A&T won its first match of the season
versus Winston-Salem State on Sun-
day, 7-0. It wasalso first-year coach
Andy Smith's firstvictory as a coach
at A&T.
"Maybe now, if he doesn't
win two in arow, they'll say it's
not good enough," Dungy said.
"For people to say you have to
win a Super Bowl to validate
what he has done iswrong. He's
a Hall of Famer and one of the
greatest ever to play the game."
Andnow a champion, too.
In a matter of minutes, the
Colts were celebrating.
Manning was in the middle
ofit all.
On the next possession,
Grossman was intercepted
again, this time by Sanders, who
brought the ball back 38 yards
and allowed Indy's offense to
run some late-game clock.
An Indy punt gave Gross-
man the ball back at his 20,
down just 22-17, with a chance
to march his club to the lead. On
first down from his 38, Gross-
man hoisted a deep ball down
the right sideline that Hayden,
a second-year pro from Illinois,
leaped to take from Muhammad
then knifed along the sideline
for the decisive touchdown.
Another long Indy drive
ended shy ofthe end zone, with
Vinatieri kicking his third field
goal of the game, a 20-yarder,
which Chicago's Robbie Gould
canceled outwith a 44-yarder of
his own at 1:14 ofthe third.
punt. Things were about to get a
lot worse for the former Univer-
sity ofFlorida standout.
Undeterred by a blown
point-after attempt earlier in the
game, Adam Vinatieri kicked a
27-yard field goal to draw the
Chicago's next five posses-
sions were two fumbles sand-
wiched around a trio of three-
and-outs. Manning didn't take
full advantage of the Bears'
blunders, but he did enough to
seize command ofthe game.
Thomas Jones (15 carries,
112yards) broke loose for a 52-
yard to set up a 4-yard touch-
down pass from Rex Grossman
to Muhsin Muhammad that
pushed the Bears ahead 14-6
with 4:34 to go in first quarter.
Part ofthatstormwasa steady
rain that bothered both teams
and, at one point, produced a
muffed point-after touchdown
after Manning threw 53 yards
to wideout Reggie Wayne and
back-to-back fumbles. The
second of those fumbles, on a
blown handoff from Manning
to rookie tailback JosephAddai,
got the Bears' offense going to
their lone touchdown drive of
the evening.
"We took the hit early,"
Dungy said. "But we talked
about it. We said there was go-
ing to be a storm. Sometime,
you have to work for it."
Billy Joel was barely done
with the national anthem when
the Bears (15-4) got the early
jolt they needed with a 92-yard
kickoff return by rookie Devin
Hester just 14 seconds into the
game. The first runback of an
opening kick in the game's his-
tory put Indianapolis in an in-
stantaneous 7-0 hole.
Together, the Colts (16-4)
had to rally.
"Somebody had to step up,"
free safety Bob Sanders said.
"That's been our theme all
year."
ter interceptions offRex Gross-
man and weaved his way to 56-
yard touchdown with 11:44 to
play and basically put the game
out ofreach.
Reserve cornerback Kelvin
Hayden, forced into action by
an injury to starter Nick Harper,
got the first oftwo fourth-quar-
Manning gladly shared the
adoration with, first, his coach,
the beloved Tony Dungy, who
became the firstAfrican-Ameri-
can to win the Super Bowl.
He shared it with a dual-back
running game, led by backup
Dominic Rhodes' 113yards and
touchdown, that gutted the tir-
ing Bears for 191rushing yards.
And he shared it with a defen-
sive unit that only two months
ago had no defense for its poor
play and stonewalled the Bears
for just 265 yards and five turn-
overs.
"We won as a team," Man-
ning said after hitting 25-of-38
for 247 yards, one touchdown
and an interception in Sunday
night's 29-17 beating of the
Chicago Bears in Super Bowl
XLI at Dolphin Stadium. "Ev-
erybody did theirpart. Wenever
panicked. We stayed calm and
really wonthis as a team."
Any questions?
Didn't think so.
No longer is Manning about
a bunch of gaudy passing num-
bers and frustrating postsea-
son finishes. One of the NFL's
biggest front men is a world
champion and Super Bowl Most
Valuable Player.
Just maybe, the sight ofPey-
ton Manning standing atop the
winners' podium and bathing
himself in a dreamy combina-
tion of South Florida rain and
confetti, will be the image that
defines the Indianapolis quar-
terback after leading the Colts
to the franchise's first NFL title
in 36 years.
MIAMI - Maybe this wasone will be big enough to satisfy
his critics.
Grossman moved the Bears
intoColts' territory,but back-to-
back sacks of 11 yards forced a
Vinatieri missed a chance
to extend his team's margin
by hooking a 36-yard field as
time expired in the first half.
He made up for it at the start
ofthe second, capping 13-play,
56-yard driving by hitting a 24-
yard field goal to push the Colts
ahead 19-14.
Colts to 14-9about four minutes
into the second period. After the
first of those three-and-outs,
Manning hit wideout Marvin
Harrison for 22 yards and tight
end Dallas Clark for 18, setting
Rhodes up for a 1-yard run take
a 16-14 lead with 6:09 to go in
the second quarter.
Corbett fulfills childhood dream as coach
Bethune-Cookman
Howard
Norfolk State
S.C. State
Coppin State
Florida A&M
Hampton
N.C. A&T
Morgan State
UM-Eastern Shore
Delaware State
Conference
10-0
8-3
7-4
7-4
5-4
6-5
5-5
4-7
3-8
3-9
1-10
STANDINGS
WOMEN'S BASKETBAl
This week's games:
SATURDAY
Bethune-Cookman
Corbett Sports Center
2 PM
- Nowa coach at Grimsley high school
and has coached there since2002.-Teaches English at Grimsley.
-Assistant at A&T as a senior in 1997,-Coached atPage high school in
1998-02'.
Darren Corbett Bio
Age: 31
Hometown: Greensboro, N.C.
College: N.C. A&T 1997
Major: English
- Assistant atalma-mater Southern
Guilford in 1996.
MONDAY
Florida A&M
Corbett Sports Center
5:30 PM
OverallConference
MEN'S BASKETBA
Hampton
N.C. A&T
Coppin State
Howard
Delaware State
Norfolk State
Morgan State
Florida A&M
S.C.State
Bethune-Cookman
UM-Eastern Shore
As a result of his dad's re-
tirement, Corbett decided not
Darren is making a name for
himself as a coach at Grimsley
high school. Corbett, anEnglish
teacher, thinks back tohis fresh-
man year when his dadretired.
Darren wanted to coach at a
young age. That goal wasn't to
far fetch because his father has
the most wins with over 400
games in A&T basketball his-
tory. But don't confuse Darren
with his fatherDon.
The article serves as a re-
minder to where he wants his
profession to take him.He wants
to coach at the NCAAlevel.
Grimsley high school, is an ar-
ticle about his father's career at
A&T as a coach.
Behind Darren's
classroom desk at
ing in his footsteps
His son Darren Cor-
belt might be follow-
Don Corbett is a
legend around A&T.
"I really pattern a lot of stuff
that I did growing up after him,"
Darren said. "I enjoyed watch-
ing himplay with them. When I
Darren's brother Donald,
who is now a law professor at
N.C. Central, did get to play for
A&T under their father. Donald
was a member ofthe A&T team
that was the first to go undefeat-
ed inthe MEAC.
He wanted to play at the col-
lege level, but didn't want to
play under a new coach. So he
took up coaching. The skills
were there to compete at the
NCAAlevel. Darren was a two-
yearstarter at Southern Guilford
and earned All-County honors.
"That was my goal
But when I look back
upon it. It's the way I got into
coaching alot easier."
to play basketball for
A&T. He decided to
follow the dream he
had as a nine-year old
which was coaching.
"My dream was to
come out of college
and play basketball
for him," Darren said.
"One ofmy biggest regrets,"
Don said. "I couldn't coach him
in college. He kind of lost the
flair as a playere when I left. He
While attending A&T, Cor-
bett balanced his studies with
being an assistant at his alma
mater Southern Guilford dur-
ing his junior year of college.
During his senior year, Corbett
helped as an assistant under for-
mer coach Roy Thomas.
look at itand when I think about
it all those guys that played are
like brothers."
This week's games:
SATURDAY
Bethune-Cookman
Corbett Sports Center
4 PM
MONDAY
Florida A&M
Corbett Sports Center
7:30 PM
ESPNU
"10 years from now I hope
I will be a coach at a Division
I somewhere, he said. "Hope-
fully I will leave this program at
Grimsley with a solid footing,
where someone can step inwith
what we already started here."
"A&T has always been home
for me because my father being
there," Darren said. "It's an ex-
perience I wouldn't trade for
anything."
Darren would love to be the
head coach at A&T someday. It
would be a honor for him, but
he wouldn't wantpeople to have
expectations ofhis dad in him.
"Inhigh school you have stay
on them a lot because they have
to go to college," Darren said.
"Coming out ofhigh school you
got to realize thatyou can't play
pro basketball."
His efforts as a coach paid
off when Darren Corbett was
named the News & Record
Guilford County Coach of the
Year in 2003-04'.
"He's a pretty good coach,"
Grimsley junior guard J.B. Be-
loved said. "He is a great guy.
He's really down to earth. He
always makes sure we have
good grades."
Darren has coached a team
that went to the top eight in the
playoffs at Grimsley in 2004. It
was the first time the Whirlies
had been that far in the playoffs
in about tweny years.
Darren pulls out old film of
A&T and shows his players at
Grimsley on how things should
be done. Often his players laugh
at the shorts ofthe time. He rel-
ishes the opportunity to reach
150 students every dayteaching
English.
Don often attends Grimsley's
practices and games. He doesn't
jump inthough. He watches his
sonand offers advice ifhe wants
it. Former players also attend
his games. Even A&T coach
Jerry Eaves has been known to
attend Grimley's games.
That is one ofhis biggest ob-
stacles as a coach.
Darren coached Norfolk
State's Rashid Cann at Grims-
ley. Though, Corbett sometimes
loses students to other high
schools.
Darren teaches his students
in the classroom life lessons.
Those include responsibility
and the importance ofan educa-
tion.
"They were gracious to let
me join the staff,"Darren said.
"It's something that let me see
a side of coaching that I really
wanted to get into."
level
As an assistant for the A&T,
Corbett gained experience he
couldn't get at a high school
didn't attempt to play because
he thought he wouldn't get the
opportunity to play"
Fellowships pay tuition, fees, books, and room
and board toward master's degrees.
College seniors and graduates who are interested in
becoming secondary school teachers ofAmerican history
American government, or social studies may apply.
THE A&T
REGISTER
WANTS
YOU!
SPORTS
WRITERS
NEEDED
Contributors Meetings
Wednesday @ 5 PM
NCB328G
hftp://vvwwjamesmadison.com
1-800-525-6928
email: madisoiiftlact.org
or visit our website
For information and applications call:
James Madison Fellowships
SPORTS
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Chris Harry
The Orlando Sentinel
(MCT)
Colts'victory silences critics
The A&T Register
Jason Wills had 21 points and Ste-
ven Rush added 20 but neither could
match Howard's Darek Mitchell, who
scored 32 in the Bison victory.
cellar.
The Aggies trip to the nation's capital
Monday night didn't go as planned as
they fell 80-75 to an inspired Howard
team hoping to climb out of the MEAC
RUNDOWf*
MEN'S BASKETBALL
The Aggies won 70-57 over UMES on
Saturday. Jason Wills had 20 points
and eight rebounds in the win.
recently commented on A&T's season.
"I like Jerry Eaves," Corbett said. "He's
got something going for him. They've
got to win at home.."
Legendary A&Tcoach Don Corbett
Five Lady Aggies scored in double fig-
ures led by BrittanieTaylor-James who
had 16points in the loss.
A&T had thirty-six turnovers in the loss
to a Howard team that had only won
three games all season coming into
the game.
Monday.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
The Lady Aggies also had a bad trip
to D.C, falling to the Lady Bison 68-65
Darrick Ignasiak
Sports Editor
Corbett
$24,000
AVAILABLEUP TO
We believe community service
is a part of our job description.
Last June, we asked our US
staff of 29,000 to take a day
away from work and help their
neighbors. We called it 29k/30.
Learn more about this project
and others.
Visit pwc.com/community
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